List of the New York Times Articles Citing Erving Goffman

- How We Believe We Behave; Goffman

  S. By ANNE HOLLANDER ERVING GOFFMAN S new work is essentially apicture book, concentrating on commercial Photographic material from magazines. ...April 29, 1979

- THE THEATRICALITY OF EVERYDAY LIFE

  OVER the years, Erving Goffman has acquired a wide audience - wider, I suspect, than would normally exist for serious sociologizing of any sort. ...May 10, 1981

- ERVING GOFFMAN, SOCIOLOGIST WHO STUDIED EVERY DAY LIFE - Free ...

  DISPLAYING ABSTRACT ]Erving Goffman, a sociologist who searched for the meaning in the routine transactions of everyday life, died Friday in Pennsylvania ...November 22, 1982 - By WILLIAM DICKE

- VIA THEATER TRIPLETS; BRING ME YOUR LOVE - Review - Theater

  BEHAVIOR IN PUBLIC PLACES, based on the writings of Erving Goffman; conceived and directed by Ms. Bogart, in collaboration with the company; music by Istvan ...April 29, 1993 - By D. J. R. Bruckner

- Books of The Times; Saved From Seriousness' The Possible Versus Actual

  ... which they pose: This is Vivian Gornick's position in her introduction to "Gender Advertisements," by Erving Goffman. Mr. Goffman would seem to agree. ...April 18, 1979

- The Last Sociologist

  Another great sociologist and a contemporary of Mr. Riesman, Erving Goffman, gave them just that in books like "The Sociology of Everyday ...May 19, 2002 - By Orlando Patterson

- ON LANGUAGE;
Take this example from Erving Goffman, the late University of Pennsylvania sociologist: ... Erving Goffman categorized nonword response cries like "Eeek!" ...August 2, 1987 - By JACK ROSENTHAL; Jack Rosenthal is editor of The Times's editorial page. William Safire is on vacation.

- **One Friend Facebook Hasn’t Made Yet: Privacy Rights**

  The issue was presented as one of privacy, which it is, but it is more precisely a matter of what the sociologist Erving Goffman called ...February 18, 2008 - By ADAM COHEN - Opinion

- **ON LANGUAGE;**

  In his study "Frame Analysis," the sociologist Erving Goffman related an incident ... In "Frame Analysis," Erving Goffman wrote: "I start with the fact that ...August 21, 1994 - By JACK ROSENTHAL;

- **In the Hospital, a Degrading Shift From Person to Patient**

  The psychological dynamics of this identity change have evolved little since the 1950's, when the sociologist Erving Goffman detailed the ...August 16, 2005 - By BENEDICT CAREY – Health For Patients, a Loss of Dignity

- **The Nation: Pressed for Success; When the Going Gets Tough, the ...**

  People began to conflate what the sociologist Erving Goffman labeled the "backstage" and "outside regions" in the theater of the self. ...August 18, 2002 - By GUY TREBAY

- **'Covering: The Hidden Assault on Our Civil Rights,' by Kenji ...**

  The term covering comes from Erving Goffman's "Stigma." Goffman distinguished covering from passing: rather than trying to render a ...January 22, 2006 - Review by ANN ALTHOUSE - Books / Sunday Book Review

- **Turning Opera Into a Series of Frames; Jonathan Miller Brings Many ...**

  For the opera at hand, he consults Noam Chomsky's linguistics for dramatic coaching, Erving Goffman's sociological theories for plotting, ...November 28, 1998 - By SARAH BOXER

- **The Pressure to Cover**
Then I found my word, in the sociologist Erving Goffman's book "Stigma." Written in 1963, the book describes how various groups - including... January 15, 2006 - By KENJI YOSHINO - Magazine

- **Practical Jokes - Psychology - April Fool! The Purpose of Pranks...**
  sort of head-shaving, shivering-in-boxers fraternity hazing that the sociologist Erving Goffman described as “degradation ceremonies. ...April 1, 2008 - By BENEDICT CAREY - Health

- **Putting Your Best Cyberface Forward**
  Social scientists call it "Impression management" and attribute much of their understanding of the process to the sociologist Erving Goffman... January 3, 2008 - By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM - Fashion & Style

- **Bad Connections**
  As the sociologist Erving Goffman observed in another context, there is something deeply disturbing about people who are "out of contact"... March 20, 2005 - By CHRISTINE ROSEN - Magazine

- **The Anatomy of Disgust**
  My goal is to develop further the kind of social and micro-political theory that is most often associated with the work of Erving Goffman. ...

- **'Covering: The Hidden Assault on Our Civil Rights,' by Kenji...**
  The term covering comes from Erving Goffman's "Stigma." Goffman distinguished covering from passing: rather than trying to render a characteristic invisible... January 22, 2006 - Review by ANN ALTHOUSE - Books / Sunday Book Review

- **‘Framing the Debate’**
  Similarly, in the 1960s, sociologist Erving Goffman considered the full range of human behavior as a series of framed interactions, where one social actor... April 8, 2007 - By JEFFREY FELDMAN - Books / First Chapters

- **ON LANGUAGE;**
Take this example from Erving Goffman, the late University of Pennsylvania sociologist: ... Erving Goffman categorized nonword response cries like "Eeek! ...August 2, 1987 - By JACK ROSENTHAL; Jack Rosenthal is editor of The Times's editorial page. William Safire is on vacation.

- **Of the Making of Many Lists**

  Personal landmark books I miss are Chomsky's "Language and Mind," Erving Goffman's "Asylums" and Mary Douglas's brilliant anthropological works, ...

- **In Certain Circles, Two Is a Crowd - News Blog**

  Erving Goffman described all these behaviors years ago (Frame Analysis). Maybe his name should have been mentioned in this article that's all about nothing ...November 15, 2006

- **The Best Right Stuff**

  ... Veblen and Mencken are his ancestors, although his very contemporary sense that life resembles show business is like the psychologist Erving Goffman's. ...

- **In the Cage**

  "Discipline and Punish" joins the work of Hannah Arendt, Herbert Marcuse, the American sociologist Erving Goffman (with his description, in "Asylums," of ...

- **Society and Its Prisons**

  Foucault seems unaware of the work of the American sociologist Erving Goffman and of the research among American historians linking these institutions; ...

- **Bad Connections**

  As the sociologist Erving Goffman observed in another context, there is something deeply disturbing about people who are "out of contact" in social ...March 20, 2005 - By CHRISTINE ROSEN – Magaz

- **Jonathan Miller Is to Retire. Again.**
He cited Flaubert, Chomsky, the James-Lange theory of emotion, the sociologist Erving Goffman, the Viennese satirist Karl Kraus, the writer Joseph Roth. ...October 7, 2006 - By DANIEL J. WAKIN - Arts / Music

**Smoke and Mirrors: Violence, Television, and Other American Cultures**

Or lolling around the academic deep-think tank, trading mantras like "frame analysis" (Erving Goffman), "fake realism," (T.W. Adorno), "processed culture" ...

**A Very Short Anthology of New Verse**

for Erving Goffman, 1922-1982. One of those great, garishly emerald flies that always look freshly generated from fresh excrement ...

**Books of The Times; 10 Heeders of the Call to Make It New**

He can reach forward to suggest how Pirandello anticipated the theories of role- playing espoused by the sociologist and psychologist Erving Goffman in his ...January 30, 1989 - By CHRISTOPHER LEHMANN-HAUPT

**New Respectability For Manners; Scholars Tackle a Topic Long ...**

Md. Having spent the semester studying texts like Erving Goffman's "Interaction Ritual," both groups came together at the end to ...February 28, 1998 - By JANNY SCOTT

**RELATIONSHIPS;**

Some have dissected gossip from the point of view of the social psychologist Erving Goffman: gossip as a part of social ritual, one kind of dialogue that ...March 30, 1981

**NONFICTION IN BRIEF**

... undertake labored exegeses of the lyrics of his songs; drag in Nietzsche, William Irwin Thompson, Erving Goffman, Carl Jung and even that old standby, ...November 28, 1982 - By Robert Asahina

**RELATIONSHIPS;**
In recent years, the sociologist **Erving Goffman** has observed the behaviors that people use to form affiliations - for example, varieties of touching and ...February 8, 1982 - By Glenn Collins

- **FICTION ON NEWSPRINT**

  ... voice as the main element of short fiction, literary criticism may soon start taking a cue from **Erving Goffman's** sociological analysis of everyday talk. ...December 29, 1985 - By Robert Atwan; Robert Atwan will be the editor of a forthcoming annual series, "Best American Essays."

- **NOTED WITH PLEASURE**

  This young woman is quoted in "Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity" (Touchstone/Simon & Schuster), by **Erving Goffman**. ...July 13, 1986

- **BOOKS OF THE TIMES**

  To oversimplify grossly their painstaking anatomy of a complex process: the elite boarding schools act as what the sociologist **Erving Goffman** has defined as ...December 12, 1985 - By Christopher Lehmann-Haupt

- **BOOKS OF THE TIMES; Clothes Make the Mandate: Love the Epaulets ...**

  In these pages Mr. Fussell draws heavily upon the works of other writers -- from **Erving Goffman's** "Presentation of Self in Everyday Life" ...December 13, 2002 - By MICHIKO KAKUTANI

- **Theater > News & Features > In Character, a ...**

  If all public life is one big performance, as the late sociologist **Erving Goffman** maintained, then the act of one busker tipping another has some interest ...October 23, 2004 - By HOWARD KAPLAN - Theater / News & Features

- **Editorial Observer; America's Favorite Television Fare? The ...**

  This trend may be a disappointment to guardians of the culture, but one person who would not have been surprised is **Erving Goffman**. ...June 2, 2002 - By ADAM COHEN

- **'Talk to the Hand'**
Thirdly, and even more discouragingly, as long ago as 1971, the great sociologist 
**Erving Goffman** wrote that “concern about public life has ...

**How Big Is Your Halo? A Guest Post - Freakonomics Blog**

I hope you have **Erving Goffman**’s role theory in your lit review somewhere. He has a few things to say about the faces we put on in different ...

**The Eroded Self**
But as the sociologist **Erving Goffman** argued in the 1960’s, this take

**The Last Sociologist**
2002, Friday An Op-Ed article on Sunday about the sociologist David Riesman misstated the title of a 1959 book by **Erving Goffman**. ...

**‘Framing the Debate’**
Similarly, in the 1960s, sociologist **Erving Goffman** considered the full range of human behavior as a series of framed interactions, ...

**Books of The Times; 10 Heeders of the Call to Make It New**
role-playing espoused by the sociologist and psychologist **Erving Goffman** in his 1959 study "The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. ...

**One Friend Facebook Hasn’t Made Yet: Privacy Rights**
The issue was presented as one of privacy, which it is, but it is more precisely a matter of what the sociologist **Erving Goffman** called “identity management ...

**PLAYFUL BUT OMINOUS**
One thinks of a more playful **Erving Goffman**, a less playful Donald Barthelme, perhaps of Henri Michaux in his later books. ...
• TELEVISION/RADIO; Seeing 'Awakenings' With Its Real-Life Cast ...

Until I saw the documentary, I didn't realize the extent to which Oliver Sacks's vision partook of Erving Goffman's groundbreaking ...

January 21, 2001 - By WENDY LESSER

• Movie Review - - PHOTOGRAPHY VIEW; The Splendor and Ingenuity of ...

This contemporary notion took its strongest cue from Erving Goffman, the sociologist who beginning in the 50's wrote extensively about human behavior as a ...

November 6, 1994 - By Vicki Goldberg

• A New Study: Behavior While Talking; New Study Finds Behavior ...

... to or away from the speaker, crossing or uncrossing your legs, leaning back or forward in your chair," says Professor Erving Goffman, "can be studied." ...

February 12, 1969

• The Eroded Self

But as the sociologist Erving Goffman argued in the 1960's, this take on personality is simplistic and misleading. Instead of behaving in a way that is ...

April 30, 2000 - By Jeffrey Rosen

• Molding Our Lives in the Image of Movies

a self-consciousness that led another sociologist, Erving Goffman, to conclude that in the 20th century "life itself is a dramatically ...

October 25, 1998 - By NEAL GABLER

• How Black Is the 'White Lie'?

The author of the first statement is Dr. Erving Goffman, a sociologist at the University of California at Berkeley and author of "The Presentation of Self ...

August 28, 1960

• Zero Tolerance

... comes from a single thing, which is not knowing enough to stay quietly in your room"), Aristotle, Kant, Freud, Henry James, Erving Goffman and others. ...

December 11, 2005 - By BOB MORRIS
• **BOOKS OF THE TIMES; Clothes Make the Mandate: Love the Epaulets ...**

In these pages Mr. Fussell draws heavily upon the works of other writers -- from Erving Goffman's "Presentation of Self in Everyday Life" to Anne ...December 13, 2002 - By MICHIKO KAKUTANI

• **At Work;**

Dr. Tannen borrows from Erving Goffman, the sociologist, the insight that while the words people speak to each other may have literal meaning, ...October 23, 1994 - By Barbara Presley Noble

• **ON LANGUAGE; Downsized**

Is it what the sociologist Erving Goffman calls "a response cry," like ouch or yecch? Sometimes. Most often, duh is an interjection, an exclamatory sound ...May 26, 1996 - By William Safire

• **New Respectability For Manners; Scholars Tackle a Topic Long ...**

... Md. Having spent the semester studying texts like Erving Goffman's " Interaction Ritual," both groups came together at the end to discuss what they had ...February 28, 1998 - By JANNY SCOTT

• **GOOD BOOKS ABOUT BEING SICK**

... as Erving Goffman puts it. She chooses to address herself more to the conceptualization of illness than to the daily experience of it. ...April 1, 1990 - By ANATOLE BROYARD; Anatole Broyard is a former editor of The Book Review. He teaches fiction writing in Cambridge, Mass.

• **BUSINESS; WHAT THEY'RE READING**

BOOK "The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life" by Erving Goffman (1959) WHY "I'm having to read this one slowly, but it's a wonderful social dissection ...January 14, 2001 - COMPILED BY KATHLEEN O'BRIEN

• **The Way We Speak 'Body Language'**
Sociologist Erving Goffman of the University of Pennsylvania speaks of another ... The are all given' to quoting' Erving Goffman, as are many of the other ...May 31, 1970

- **Editorial Observer; America's Favorite Television Fare? The ...**

This trend may be a disappointment to guardians of the culture, but one person who would not have been surprised is Erving Goffman. Mr. Goffman, who died in ...June 2, 2002 - By ADAM COHEN

- **Books of The Times; Sociology (2): Rent a Liberal Technologue, Cheap**

... recent departures from Parsonsian theory (Erving Goffman's "dramaturgy," Harold Garfinkel's "ethnomethodology," George Homans's "social exchange"). ...June 3, 1970

- **Books of The Times**

Luhan. dissatisfied with Erving Goffman's timid focusing on the individual, Mr. AlacCannell is not an easy man to read. ...June 25, 1976

- **Books Today; Fiction General**

STIGMA: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity by Erving Goffman (Prentice-Hall, $4.50), Spectrum Paperbound $1.95). A sociological view. ...November 19, 1963

- **SOCIOLÓGISTS NOTE AID OF COMPUTERS; Studies Are Cut Years With ...**

The annual MacIver Award, named for Robert MacIver, Professor Emeritus at Columbia, went t} Erving Goffman of the University of California for his book ...September 4, 1961

- **Prison Urged Only for Top Crimes**

... Alan M. Dershowitz, a professor at Harvard Law School, and Erving Goffman, a professor of anthropology and sociology at the University of Pennsylvania. ...February 17, 1976

- **Books Today; Fiction**
BEHAVIOR IN PUBLIC PLACES: Notes on Social Organization of Gatherings, by Erving Goffman (Free Press Paperback, $2.45); THE GREAT PIANISTS FROM MOZART TO ...

September 8, 1966

- **Books of The Times; Why Me Can't Be Happy**

  ... (Paganini contributed disastrously to the cult of the Romantic artistic personality) to the deficiencies of Erving Goffman's studies of role playing ... January 6, 1977

- **Books of The Times; Reincarnates a Cliche**

  Mr. Barthes is the French Erving Goffman, but while Mr. Goffman is solemnized by his perceptual apparatus, Mr. Barthes is merry, almost manically so. ... October 10, 1979

- **Women and Madness; By Phyllis Chesler. Illustrated. 359 pp. New ...**

  ... politically, in terms of their invisible social assumptions -- by professionals like Michel Foucault, Erving Goffman, Thomas Szasz, R. D. Laing. ... December 31, 1972

- **A Policeman's Lot Is Complex; Books of The Times Name of the Game ...**

  Erving Goffman, the University of Penn Sylvania sociologist who has done such important work on human behavior in public situations, told Mr. Rubinstein ... June 19, 1973

- **One Friend Facebook Hasn't Made Yet: Privacy Rights**

  The issue was presented as one of privacy, which it is, but it is more precisely a matter of what the sociologist Erving Goffman called “identity management ... February 18, 2008 - By ADAM COHEN - Opinion

- **New Books; GENERAL**


- **Frame Analysis**
In a series of strikingly original, often brilliant books, **Erving Goffman**, a Canadian by birth who has taught at Chicago and Berkeley and at present occu ...February 16, 1975

- **Books of The Times**

  Sometimes "The Kobra Manifesto" sounds more like an environmental analysis by **Erving Goffman** than a suspense novel. About to turn a key in a door, ...September 3, 1976

- **New Prison Watchdog; Stephen James Chinlund**

  He has been influenced by the writings of **Erving Goffman**, a professor at the University of Pennsylvania, who has developed the theory of "closed" ...July 29, 1976

- **The Nation: Pressed for Success; When the Going Gets Tough, the ...**

  People began to conflate what the sociologist **Erving Goffman** labeled the "backstage" and "outside regions" in the theater of the self. ...August 18, 2002 - By GUY TREBAY

- **A Place to Pick Up New Theater Ideas**

  "All the world is not a stage," **Erving Goffman**, the eminent sociologist, has written, "but the crucial ways in which it isn't are not easy to specify." ...March 25, 1977

- **Ideas &Trends; In Summary Laetrile Issue Still Political And ...**

  **Erving Goffman**, whose book "Asylums" describes what goes on in mental hospitals as "processes of on:" D'r. Basaglia's experiment, unique in his awn country, ...July 17, 1977

- **Private Lives**

  ... graduate student people knew exactly where they were going out of Parsonsian Functionalism into the dramaturgy of **Erving Goffman** or the ethnomethodology ...April 20, 1977

- **When did citizens become strangers?; The Fall of Public Man By ...**
He stands David Riesman on his head and puts Erving Goffman in his place in a sentence. At other times he support from a whole chorus of distinguished and...

January 23, 1977

- **Books of The Times Learning How to Need; Love as Our Only Security**

As Erving Goffman phrased it, he ..~.. himself in everyday life. One canter quoted by Mr. Larch even goes so far as to call narcissism "a metaphor for the...

December 9, 1978

- **Packaging 9/11, Terror and the War in Iraq - The Caucus Blog**

The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life by Erving Goffman • The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge by Peter L. ...

October 17, 2007

- **Obituary 1 -- No Title**

GOFFMAN -- Angelica Schuyler, on April 27, 1964, wife of Professor Erving Goffman, mother of Thomas Edward, sister of Mrs. Alexander Whitman, Cedarhurst, ...

April 28, 1964

- **Turning Opera Into a Series of Frames; Jonathan Miller Brings Many**

For the opera at hand, he consults Noam Chomsky's linguistics for dramatic coaching, Erving Goffman's sociological theories for plotting, ...

November 28, 1998 - By SARAH BOXER

- **New Respectability For Manners; Scholars Tackle a Topic Long**

... Md. Having spent the semester studying texts like Erving Goffman's "Interaction Ritual," both groups came together at the end to discuss what they had ...

February 28, 1998 - By JANNY SCOTT

- **Sacrificing Freud; By arrogating to itself the task of humanizing**

The radicals, led by Laing, Szasz, Thomas Scheff, and the sociologist Erving Goffman, argue that "mental illness" is merely a convenient device for ...

February 22, 1976

- **Nine Expert Witnesses; American History**
BobbsMerrill has a special series, Advanced Studies in Sociology, which has maintained the high quality it began in 1961 with Erving Goffman’s "Encounters"...February 26, 1967

- **1972: A Selection of Noteworthy Titles**

  *Erving Goffman.* (Basic. $7.95.) Continued on Page 68 Continued from Page 64 Sociology that casts a weird but brilliant light upon the frightful implications...December 3, 1972

- **Have sociologists been failed politicians?; The Coming Crisis of ...**

  Gouldner is appreciative of the originality of *Erving* 's enormous...Goffman, and other whose work, for him, is not suffi- ciently critical of the...October 25, 1970